Latent viruses generally defend their host cell against superinfection by nonlatent virulent mutants that could destroy the host cell. Superinfection inhibition thus seems to be a prerequisite for the maintenance of viral latency. Yet viral latency can break down when resistance to superinfection inhibition, known as ultravirulence, occurs. To understand the evolution of viral latency, we have developed a model that analyzes the epidemiology of latent infection in the face of ultravirulence. We show that latency can be maintained when superinfection inhibition and resistance against it coevolve in an arms race, which can result in large fluctuations in virulence. An example is the coevolution of the virulence and superinfection repressor protein of phage (cI) and its binding target, the oLoR operator. We show that this repressor/operator coevolution is the driving force for the evolution of superinfection immunity groups. Beyond latent phages, we predict analogous dynamics for any latent virus that uses a single repressor for the simultaneous control of virulence and superinfection.
Genomes of cellular organisms are interspaced by a multitude of latent viruses. The human genome, for example, comprises 8% of sequences of retroviral origin (35) . The average number of lysogenic phages in bacterial genomes is 2.6, with some genomes containing up to 17 different lysogenic phages (10) . In many cases, latent phages equip their hosts with antibiotic resistance or toxicity factors (8) . Furthermore, latent infection often poses a treatment problem, since the nonreplicating provirus is unaffected by antiviral drugs (39) . Even though latent, nonvirulent viruses are abundant, the evolutionary forces that lead to the evolution of latency and potentially to its breakdown are largely unexplored.
For a virus, latent infection can have genuine advantages. First, limited viral replication can reduce the cost of infection to a level that enables mutualistic interaction with the host (22) . Second, the reduced virulence associated with limited viral replication prolongs host survival and increases opportunities for transmission. When transmission is rare, the benefit of increased transmission opportunities can outweigh the cost of reduced viral replication that is associated with latency. In environments with limited horizontal transmission, latent infection that prolongs host survival can therefore evolve spontaneously (3, 4) . This is not the case, however, in infected host tissues or bacterial or cell cultures. In such environments, viral particles are readily transmitted between cells and the maintenance of low virulence by limited transmission breaks down. Moreover, high viral densities and abundant between-cell transmission are generally predicted to result in coinfections which select for fast-replicating, virulent mutants (5, 17, 20, 23, 24, 42, 44) . Note, however, that defective interfering particles form an important exception (11, 52) . Conditions of rapid transmission between cells should therefore select for fast replication and ultimately a loss of latency. When transmission is abundant, maintenance of latency therefore requires additional mechanisms.
An efficient way to maintain latency is superinfection inhibition, the prevention of infection of already-infected cells by other viral mutants of the same viral species. Superinfection inhibition is common and has been demonstrated in viruses of bacteria, plants, and animals (13, 21, 26, 28, 31, 33, 36, 40, 43, 49, 51) . Superinfection inhibition can be achieved by interference with the entrance or replication of a superinfecting virus (36) . Interestingly, replication interference of the superinfecting virus often occurs by the same mechanisms that grant replication control and latency of the resident virus (13, 25, 36, 38, 43, 45) . The simultaneous use of replication repression for the establishment of latency and superinfection inhibition seems to be sufficient for a stable evolution of latency. Yet it is not, since superinfection inhibition by replication repression breaks down as soon as a superinfecting mutant has become resistant to the replication repressor. This case is well described for mutants of phage (6) .
Phage is the best-known example for the control of latent infection, superinfection inhibition, and resistance against it. Phage can either integrate into the host genome as a latent prophage and "keep the host cell alive" or alternatively initiate replication and destroy the host cell through lysis. In phage , the switch to the lytic cycle is prevented by binding of the virulence repressor cI to the oLoR operator, which overlaps the promoters for the viral lysis and replication genes (29, 45, 46) . Likewise, binding of cI to the oLoR operator also prevents replication of a superinfecting phage (Fig. 1A) . Resistance to superinfection inhibition occurs by mutations that weaken the affinity of the oLoR operator for the wild-type repressor. Mutants of phage that carry mutations in the oLoR region are resistant to superinfection inhibition and can superinfect and destroy cells that carry a prophage (Fig. 1B) . For this reason, these operator have been termed ultravirulent (6) . Additionally, oLoR operator mutants lose the affinity to their own repressor and enter latency at a low frequency. Nevertheless, site-directed mutagenesis of the repressor and operator has shown that in principle, compensatory mutations in the cI gene can restore repression of a mutated operator and reestablish latency (7, 54, 55) . The repressor could therefore potentially coevolve with the operator region and restore lysogeny.
In spite of the detailed understanding of the repressor-operator interactions, any prediction of coevolution between the repressor and operator regions remains complicated since mutations in both elements have pleiotropic effects on virulence and superinfection. Additionally, the relative benefits of ultravirulent and latent mutants depend on the frequency of all other mutants in the population that can be superinfected. The outcome of coevolution is therefore difficult to predict without formal analysis. We have therefore developed a mathematical model for the evolution of virulence and superinfection of a latent virus that is inspired by the biochemical mechanisms of phage . This model, however, also applies to other latent viruses that use a replication repression mechanism for the simultaneous control of latency and superinfection.
THEORY
Evolution of latency under superinfection inhibition: epidemiology of a latent virus. We consider a culture of susceptible (i.e., uninfected), S, and infected, I, host cells that grow logistically at rates r and , respectively, to a maximal total cell density, K. For simplicity but without a lack of generality, we set this maximal cell density to K ϭ 1 in the formal analysis (note that we relax this assumption in the simulations). An infected cell either transmits the latent provirus to a daughter cell with fidelity ␦ or, alternatively, the virus is induced and lyses host cells at rate ␣ to produce B viral particles that irreversibly adsorb to host cells at rate b A and subsequently lysogenize with a probability b L (for parameter estimates, see references 34, 50, and 53) . Therefore, the infectivity of the virus is measured by the infection rate b ϭ b A b L . Furthermore, we do not distinguish between lysogenic and pseudolysogenic infections (41) . All host cells are assumed to die at background rate m. Free viral particles, V, decay at rate m V . The dynamics of susceptible and infected host cells and the number of free viral particles can be described by the following system of equations:
A virus can invade a fully susceptible host cell population which is in its equilibrium, Ŝ ϭ 1 Ϫ m/r, when the rate of newly established infections through either vertical or horizontal transmission exceeds the rate of host cell death, which is when (see derivation in the Appendix under "Epidemiology of the virus")
where H 0 and V 0 are the contributions of horizontal and vertical transmission to the basic reproductive ratio, R 0 , of the parasite (37) . The example of phage . In order to understand the mechanisms that maintain low virulence and latency, we derive the viral life history directly from known biochemical mechanisms of latency and superinfection control of phage . The life history of phage has several characteristics that lead to obvious choices for model parameters and trade-off functions. First, in the absence of lysis induction by mytomicin C induction or UV irradiation, spontaneous host lysis by phage occurs by stochastic induction, which is assumed to have the constant average population induction rate ␣. In other words, the distribution of the lysis time of the phage is assumed to be exponential, with a mean value of 1/␣. We further assume that every lysis event produces a constant number of viral particles, B, irrespective of the timing of the lysis event. A second important aspect of the life cycle is its integration into the host genome as a prophage. An integrated prophage has a small effect on host growth rate r (note that the phage nevertheless affects overall population growth through host lysis ␣). Furthermore, a prophage is efficiently transmitted to daughter cells (45) . In the following, we will therefore assume that ϭ r and ␦ ϭ 1.
When R 0 is Ͼ1, the virus can invade and reaches a new endemic equilibrium (see "Epidemiology of the virus" in the Appendix). Whether the virus ends up infecting all hosts of the population or coexists with some uninfected hosts at this new equilibrium depends on several parameters and in particular on ␤ ϭ bB, which measures the "transmission efficiency" of the virus. We show in the Appendix that there is a threshold value, ␤ c, of transmission efficiency above which all hosts become infected. Below this threshold, some uninfected hosts remain in the population at the endemic equilibrium.
Evolution of latency.
To study viral evolution, we now consider the competition between two viral strains and extend equation 1 to follow the dynamics of a mutant virus with virulence ␣ M in a population of resident virus with virulence ␣ R . Now the presence of two viral types opens the possibility that free particles of the mutant virus can superinfect cells infected with the resident I R at rate RM and vice versa (note that the subscripts of RM indicate the order of infection). In the Appendix (see "Evolution of the virus"), we derive the dynamics of both the resident and mutant strains. We further simplify the evolutionary dynamics by assuming that the mutation rate is relatively low compared to the speed at which the dynamical system driven by the resident virus reaches a new endemic equilibrium. This is a classical assumption in the adaptive dynamics framework (16, 19) that greatly simplifies the analysis of the model because it allows derivation of the condition for the invasion of the mutant at the endemic equilibrium set by the resident virus (see the Appendix for the characterization of this endemic equilibrium):
This invasion condition can also be written in the following way:
new infections superinfections cost of virulence
In other words, a mutant virus with a higher virulence than the resident can invade when its additional cost of virulence (on the right side of equation 3b) is compensated by the net rate at which it gains host cells by either infection of new susceptible cells (first term above) or by superinfection of hosts infected by the resident virus. In order to understand the relative role of both the cost and the benefit of modifications of the latency of the virus, we need to examine the biochemical relations between virulence and superinfection in more detail. Biochemical relations between rate of lysis and superinfection. In phage , the rates of lysis ␣ and superinfection are controlled by the binding of the lambda virulence repressor cI to the oLoR operator. Thereby, the probability, P, that a cell remains in the lysogenic state can be expressed by the firstorder binding kinetics with repressor concentration c and repressor-operator affinity k as
Note that higher-order kinetics apply for repressor multimers and cooperative binding (29) , yet the main results presented below are robust to that. Since the probability of remaining in the lysogenic state is P, the probability of triggering lysis is 1 Ϫ P. The rate of cell lysis ␣ of the entire population should be proportional to the probability of cell lysis of individual cells, 1 Ϫ P, or
where k ij is the affinity of repressor type i to operator type j. Likewise, the rate of superinfection ij is proportional to the probability that the operator j of a superinfecting phage is not bound in a cell that produces the resident repressor i or
From equations 5 and 6, we can see that mutations can alter virulence and superinfection either by regulating the concentration of repressor c or by structural changes in the repressor or operator that change their mutual binding affinity, k ij . Note that for homologous infections, ␣ ij and ij have been shown to be affected by the multiplicity of infection (MOI) and thus by the free virus concentration (34, 54) . The role of the MOI during heterologous infection, however, is less known. We therefore do not explore the role of the MOI and assume that the affinity k ij is the primary determinant of ␣ ij and ij .
RESULTS

Can mutations that downregulate repressor concentration invade the population?
We will now consider a case in which only one type of repressor and operator exist which have a mutual affinity, k. Under these circumstances, how will the repressor concentration c evolve? To answer this question, we need to consider the invasion of a mutant virus with the repressor concentration c M , while the resident virus has the repressor concentration c R . The invasion condition of this mutant is obtained after substituting equations 5 and 6 into equation 3. When all the hosts are infected at equilibrium (see "Epidemiology of the virus" in the Appendix for the conditions leading to this scenario), then condition 3b can be readily used to see that a mutant can invade only when ␣ M Ͻ ␣ R and therefore when c M Ͼ c R . This is because in a fully infected population, a decrease in c will increase the cost of virulence ␣ M and at the same time increase the rate, MR, at which mutants become superinfected. In a fully infected population, the repressor level should therefore evolve to its physiological attainable maximum.
Note, however, that other assumptions could lead to the evolution of intermediate levels of repressor concentration. First, when susceptible hosts coexist with infected ones at equilibrium, reducing the level of the repressor concentration may increase the number of new infections. This could select for lower repressor levels. Second, the production of the repressor may itself be costly for the infected hosts (e.g., Ͻ r), and this would allow selection for intermediate optimal levels of repressor concentration. In the rest of this article, we hence assume this quantity to be constant at c 0 , and we focus now on the evolution of the affinity between the repressor and the operator.
Can structural mutations in the repressor and the operator invade a wild-type population? Let us now consider two types of repressor (R1 and R2) and operator (O1 and O2). In order to distinguish viruses by their repressor and operator types, we will refer to the densities of infected hosts, I ij , that carry a virus with repressor type i and operator type j. For simplicity we will assume that matching repressor and operator types (R1O1 and R2O2) have perfect affinity, k 11 ϭ k 22 ϭ 0, and therefore ␣ 11 ϭ ␣ 22 ϭ 0. Perfect affinity also implies that the repressor R1 of R1O1 and R1O2 prevents superinfection by viruses with a matching operator O1 and likewise R2 prevents superinfection by R1O2 and R2O2 (i.e., 11 ϭ 22 ϭ 0). Assuming perfect affinity, we can now answer whether a structural repressor mutant, R2O1, can invade a wild-type population, R1O1. The situation is similar to mutations that reduce the repressor concentration, mentioned above. In a fully infected host population, a repressor mutant, R2O1, cannot invade a population of R1O1 since it pays the cost of virulence (␣ 21 Ͼ ␣ 11 ϭ 0), yet the viral particles it produces are unable to superinfect R1O1 cells (see "Invasion of a repressor mutant" in the Appendix).
For an ultravirulent operator mutation (R1O2), the situation is different since this mutation enables superinfection of R1O1 next to its costly increase in virulence (␣ 12 Ͼ ␣ 11 ϭ 0). An operator mutant, R1O2, can therefore invade when its benefit of superinfection outweighs the cost of virulence. When R1O2 invades, it can either drive the wild-type R1O1 to extinction or coexist with the resident strain (see "Invasion of an ultravirulent mutant" in the Appendix). In both cases, however, this ultravirulent invasion leads to a temporary increase in virulence and free viral particles (see Fig. 3A) .
Can a repressor mutant that restores latency invade an ultravirulent population? In a population that is dominated by the ultravirulent mutant R1O2, a repressor mutation to R2 is highly beneficial, and R2O2 will invade. This is because R2 provides resistance to the ultravirulent R1O2 and at the same time reduces virulence. R2O2 thus has an obvious benefit and will invade and replace the ultravirulent mutant R1O2 (see "Invasion of a compensatory repressor mutation" in the Appendix). This invasion by a nonvirulent, latent strain, R2O2, leads to a temporary decrease in virulence (see Fig. 3A ). The new latent strain R2O2 is resistant to its own viral particles and the ultravirulent mutant R1O2 but can superinfect host lysogens of R1O1. Traditionally, viral groups which are resistant to their own particles but able to infect cells infected by other mutants are referred to as superinfection immunity groups (2, 30, 48) . The invasion of R2O2 therefore marks the creation of a new superinfection immunity group.
What will happen next? The coevolution between the repressor and the operator is unlikely to end with two immunity groups. In principle, the mutation to a new operator type, O3, is by no means less likely than the reversion from O2 to O1. A new ultravirulent mutant, if it arises, will invade provided the conditions derived in the Appendix under "Invasion of an ultravirulent mutant" are fulfilled. Dependent on whether operator reversions are more likely than mutations to new operator alleles, two scenarios are possible. In the "reversion scenario," two immunity groups alternate, driven by the appearance of ultravirulent mutants ( Fig. 2 and 3A) . These nontransitive interactions enable coexistence as soon as all four mutants are present. This contrasts with the "diversification scenario," in which new operator alleles invade and are followed by virulence compensation mutations of the repressor (see Fig. 2 and 3B ). Whether one scenario is more likely than the other depends on the occurrence of reversion and diversification mutations. In the end, coevolution can be a mixture of both processes. In Fig. 3B , for example, we observed a temporary reversion from immunity group R3O3 to R1O1 before the diversification to immunity group R4O4. Finally, the force that creates immunity groups is the selective advantage of compensatory repressor mutants that provide resistance to both reversion and diversification operator mutants. This process can therefore in principle create as many different immunity groups as there are possible ultravirulent operator alleles. Operator mutations are probably numerous (6, 7) . It is only when the system has exhausted the diversity of alleles on the operator that the system switches from the immunity group "invasion stage" to the cyclic "fluctuation stage" (Fig. 3B) .
One interesting exception that breaks fluctuation would be the occurrence of a mutant which carries a complete deletion of the operator region known, as vir. The vir mutant is insensitive to all repressors and can therefore infect and lyse all immunity groups. At the same time, vir is a fully lytic phage and cannot form any lysogens. So how can a lysogen persist in the face of operator deletion mutants such as vir? The invasion condition for vir is the same as the one derived for an ultravirulent mutant (see "Invasion of an ultravirulent mutant" in the Appendix). The only difference is that a compensatory mutation restoring lysogeny becomes impossible. Our analysis shows that there is a threshold value of transmission efficiency below which the lytic phage will not invade. Above this value, however, the lytic virus will invade and may drive the wild type to extinction. Yet because vir obligately kills its host cells, it may select for host resistance through mutations in the lamB receptor (14) . As soon as the host population is resistant at the lamB receptor, vir is unable to infect and is prone to FIG. 2. Ultravirulent operator mutants drive repressor evolution and create immunity groups. An ultravirulent operator mutant (R1O2) can superinfect and replace the wild type (R1O1). In turn, repressor mutants that compensate virulence (R2O2) are resistant to the ultravirulent-strain (R1O2) and invade. This process creates the two immunity groups R1O1 and R2O2. Now the operator O2 of immunity group R2O2 can either revert to R2O1 (which is ultravirulent with respect to R1O1) or form new operator alleles (e.g., O3). Resistance to the new operator allele O3 can be achieved by mutation to a matching repressor, R3. Origin and compensation of new operator alleles ultimately generate the diversity of immunity groups.
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extinction. On the contrary, the prophage in the genomes of lamB receptor mutant hosts would survive and could "wait for better times" (e.g., an influx of nonresistant lamB hosts). The occurrence of vir is therefore not likely to eradicate all immunity groups. Interestingly, the escape from host resistance at the lamB receptor could provide an additional benefit of lysogeny, and yet it cannot explain the origin of superinfection immunity groups. In order to explain the origin of immunity groups, we therefore focus on the scenario where latent infection has a low cost and host resistance is primarily caused by superinfection inhibition. In this scenario, the key result of our analysis is that operator mutations which escape repression, as well as repressor mutations that restore repression to new operator types, have very strong fitness advantages and will sequentially invade (Fig. 3A) . This process of sequential invasion can potentially explain the generation and coexistence of a very large number of immunity groups (Fig. 3B) . It is noteworthy that as the number of immunity groups increases, higher virulence and production of free viral particles will evolve. As the number of immunity groups increases, more and 
more cells in the population become sensitive to superinfection, and virulence and production of free viral particle may become advantageous. As a consequence, the diversification of immunity groups can lead to levels of higher virulence and can therefore be an important factor for which latency ultimately brakes down.
DISCUSSION
The latent provirus state is generally considered a dormant state that leaves little room for viral evolution. Yet is the viral latent stage really a dormant state? If one considers coevolution between superinfection inhibition and resistance against it (ultravirulence), it becomes apparent that viral evolution plays an essential role in the maintenance of latent infection. Ongoing evolution and diversification of superinfection inhibition types seem to be a hallmark of latency rather than the exception. This view of coevolution between superinfection inhibition mechanisms and avoidance thereof could provide a simple mechanism to explain intrinsic fluctuations in virulence and viral load during latent viral infection and can explain the origin of superinfection immunity groups. In principle, the predictions for these dynamics reach beyond phage and are expected for any virus that uses a single repressor for the simultaneous control of latency and superinfection.
The coexistence of superinfection inhibition groups not only is predicted theoretically but also can be observed in natural isolates of lysogenic phage. Lysogenic phages fall into distinct superinfection immunity groups that are resistant to infection by particles from their own group, but susceptible to superinfection by lysogenic phages from other immunity groups (2, 30, 48) . Yet the evolutionary process that generates immunity groups has not been described previously. Our model demonstrates that sequential invasion of ultravirulent mutants and compensatory repressor mutations can provide a simple scenario for the evolution of superinfection immunity groups. At the same time, it is apparent from our analysis that the process of diversification into immunity groups prolongs the maintenance of latency in the face of ultravirulent mutants. This prediction should hold for any virus that uses repressor/target matching mechanisms for the simultaneous control of latency and superinfection inhibition.
Control of latency and superinfection by repressor/target matching has been described for several groups of viruses that cause latent or chronic infections, including herpes-and retroviruses. In herpes simplex virus (HSV-1), for example, the latency-associated transcripts (LATs) establish latency and specific superinfection inhibition against other HSV-1 particles (38) . Moreover, in foamy virus, the Bet protein blocks the transactivator tas in order to stabilize latency. At the same time, expression of Bet provides superinfection inhibition (43) . This suggests that Bet controls the latency and superinfection inhibition by a principle which is analogous to that of the repressor-operator system of lysogenic phages. Similar coevolutionary dynamics could therefore be expected for these groups of herpes-and retroviruses. One hallmark of these coevolutionary dynamics is the repeated resurgence of high viral loads and episodes of high virulence during the invasion of ultravirulent mutants (Fig. 3A and B) . One should therefore carefully consider whether the invasion of ultravirulent mutants could explain the fluctuations in viral load that are commonly observed in clinical retrovirus infection (15) . Based on our results, we would predict that fluctuations in viral load can occur independently of the immune system and should therefore also be observed in cell culture.
Coevolution of replication repression mechanisms not only applies to latent viruses but might also be of importance for viruses which maintain chronic infection by limiting their virulence through a replication repressor. The single-stranded DNA phage M13, for example, limits its damage to the host cell by autorepression of its replication through binding of the viral protein pV to the single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) in order to limit the number of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) replicative forms (RF). Additionally, pV inhibits translation of the nicking enzyme pII, which is required to relax the supercoiled RF during rolling-circle replication (47) . These two repression functions of pV could also prevent replication of superinfecting phage, yet superinfection inhibition in M13 remains to be demonstrated. Nevertheless, superinfection inhibition is known in other filamentous phages which integrate into the host genome (12, 32) . Since the mechanisms of replication repression of chronically infecting filamentous phages are analogous to the simultaneous repression of latency and superinfection in latent viruses, similar coevolutionary dynamics between the virulence repressor pV and its binding target (the pII mRNA) should therefore be expected.
The detailed understanding of the molecular mechanisms of superinfection inhibition show that coevolution between the genes that provide superinfection immunity and mutations that avoid it could apply for large groups of latent and chronic viruses. In many other classes of chronic and latent viruses, the invasion of ultravirulent mutants could therefore explain transient increases in viral load and virulence and ultimately could explain the origin of superinfection immunity groups. The existence of immunity groups, however, has rarely been demonstrated outside the context of lysogenic phages. The single exception is the superinfection immunity groups which are habitually used to classify avian leucosis-sarcoma viruses (1) . Besides this example, immunity groups in other chronic and latent viruses remain to be discovered. An important empirical and theoretical question that remains to be answered is how many immunity groups can coexist. For the case of phage , several mutations that lead to ultravirulence have been described, as well as several repressor mutations that can compensate them (7) . In this way, many immunity groups can originate. Yet the pace at which immunity groups appear and disappear remains an important experimental question.
The evolution of virulence and latency is closely linked to the relative benefit of horizontal transmission. Current ideas on the evolution of the latent, nonvirulent infection state that it will evolve when transmission to susceptible hosts is rare (9, 37) . In the absence of susceptible hosts, the benefits of vertical transmission to daughter cells can outweigh the benefits of virus production and horizontal transmission and stabilize a nonvirulent alliance between the host and the pathogen (22) . Superinfection inhibition acts basically by the same mechanisms, since it immunizes the host population and reduces the proportion of susceptible host cells. In other words, superinfection inhibition renders the production of viral particles useless since these particles are unable to infect immune host cells. Yet the situation is drastically different when the population diverges into several immunity groups. As the number of immunity groups increases, a larger and larger proportion of the population will carry heterologous immunity and can be superinfected. In the presence of many immunity groups, the production of viral particles therefore becomes beneficial, and evolution will act against latency. The appearance of new immunity groups is therefore equivalent to the influx of susceptible cells. Thus, occurrence of immunity groups and influx of susceptible cell are "two sides of the same coin" when they act on the evolution of increased virulence. Superinfection inhibition and resistance to it are key factors for the dynamics of latency evolution. Any model of latency evolution that does not consider resistance to superinfection inhibition is incomplete, since it misses the possibility of a breakdown of latency due to the diversification of immunity groups. Resistance to superinfection inhibition should therefore be carefully considered to understand the evolutionary dynamics of latent viruses. In particular, in long-term chronic viral infections (e.g., HIV and HSV-1), this mechanism could lead to an intrinsic fluctuation in the viral load and diversification into superinfection immunity groups and might explain the reasons for which viral latency eventually breaks down.
APPENDIX
Epidemiology of the virus. In the absence of the virus, the dynamics of the host is determined by the balance between density-dependent reproduction and mortality of susceptible cells:
At the virus-free equilibrium, the host density is thus: Ŝ ϭ 1 Ϫ m/r. The ability of a few virus particles to invade the host population can be determined from the dynamics of the parasite when it is rare:
where P ϭ (I V) T is the vector of parasite densities in two states (in a host or as a free particle), and A is derived from the linearization of equation 1 at the virus-free equilibrium of the host. This matrix can be written as A ϭ F Ϫ V, where F refers to fecundity (how many infected host cells are created by infected cells and by free viruses) and V refers to the transition between the two states of the virus:
The parasite will invade the host virus-free equilibrium when the dominant eigenvalue of A is positive or, equivalently, when the dominant eigenvalue of M ϭ F ⅐ V Ϫ1 is higher than 1 (18, 27) . We focus on the latter criterion because it yields a per-generation measure of the parasite population growth rate. Indeed, the dominant eigenvalue of M is R 0 , the basic reproductive ratio of the parasite (see equation 2).
In the following, we focus on the simplified life cycle of lambda where ϭ r and ␦ ϭ 1. We also define the new compound parameter ␤ ϭ bB, which refers to the "transmission efficiency" of the virus. When R 0 is Ͼ1, the parasite invades the host virus-free equilibrium. This requires the transmission efficiency of the virus to be sufficiently high:
If the above condition is fulfilled, the system reaches a new endemic equilibrium. Whether or not the virus coexists with uninfected cells at this endemic equilibrium also depends on the transmission efficiency of the virus. When ␤ 1 Ͻ ␤ Ͻ ␤ 2 with
then uninfected and infected hosts coexist at the endemic equilibrium:
When ␤ Ͼ ␤ c ϭ ␤ 2 , however, the population reaches a fully infected state where
Evolution of the virus. (i) Invasion condition. Let us now assume that there are two different types of virus in the population. To determine which strain will outcompete the other, we have to follow the dynamics of the new system with a resident virus and a mutant virus (the subscripts R and M, below, refer to the resident and the mutant, respectively):
Let us now assume that the system has reached an endemic equilibrium (see above section) and that a new mutant virus appears (i.e., its frequency is initially rare). Will this mutant invade the virus population? Because we assume that the resident system has reached an endemic equilibrium and that the mutant is initially rare, the invasion condition can be derived from the linearization of the above system near the endemic equilibrium of the resident. We use again the nextgeneration method to derive the invasion condition of the mutant (18, 27) . The mutant will invade when the dominant eigenvalue R M of M M ϭ F M ⅐ V M Ϫ1 is higher than one, where
